LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

STANDARD COVER:
24710 BOLT RUNWAY COVER/PE (SHOWN)
STICK NO. 36219 TR
REINFORCED RUNWAY COVER/PE
STICK NO. 3617
(OPTIONAL 24" COVERS AVAILABLE)

IMFD STUB
(SEE DTL)

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

IMFD STUB
(SEE DTL)

RUNWAY DETAIL
(30 PLACES)
SCALE: 1"=1'-0"

11'-10 3/4" OVERALL HEIGHT
21'-7 1/4" SHELL LENGTH
10'-6" SHELL LENGTH
8 1/4" 1 1/2"

1'-7"

240° 270° 300°

LIFING LUG DETAIL
(30 PLACES)
SCALE: 1"=1'-0"

11'-11 1/2"
3/8"=1'-0"

PROCESSING

POLY PROCESSING COMPANY

3000 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK
REV "F" NOTE 3 REVISED BY: KS 8/19/19
REV "C" CORRECTED KNUCKLE RADIUS BY: JD 2/7/19
REV "B" NOTE 3 REVISED BY: JB 11/29/16
REV "A" ADDED RUNWAYS BY: JB 9/22/19 CKVM

DIMENSION SCHEDULE & ACCESSORIES

SCALE: 3/8"=1'-0"

CENTRAL REGION

POLY PROCESSING COMPANY